General resources for Warkworth classTwinkl have some great resources that they have made free at the minute. Enter the code
UKTWINKLHELPS
www.SENictsoftware.com - great online games and can be used on the eye gaze

www.oneswitch.org.uk cause and effect games

https://www.riversideschool.org.uk/page/?title=Coronavirus+Home+Resources&pid=235 Sensory
Story, TACPAC and Massage are all sessions the children in our class are familiar with and enjoy.
The story videos, expressive arts and Active Learning are also lovely resources. The whole school
resources also has lots of interesting story and resources.

Ipad and tablet apps
https://senclassroom.wordpress.com/apps-used-in-the-classroom/sensory-apps/
firework arcade, pocket pond, fluidity, Ooze are all free to download apps. Lovely Cause and effect
apps
cause and effect sensory sound box
magic zither app
rapa tap drums free app
singing fingers app
xylophone by interactive alphabet
Heat pad- screen changes colour depending how often they move their hands or keep their hand in
one place. Lovely colour and encourages attention skills.
Finger paint- can use with or without music. As the children move their hands around the screen
they touch different colours to make marks on the page.
Glow Draw- mark making app
Burp and fart- a funny piano app that makes burping and farting noises.
Easy Xylo – cause and effect xylophone
Drum kit- cause and effect drum
Bloom HD- a lovely relaxing app that encourages movement.
ThumbTom- musical instrument app.

We made this resource to support
hand strength, hand eye
coordination and gross motor
movement.
It is a shoe box with holes poked
through and different lengths of
thread attached. Toys were put on
the end to make it easier to grasp.

Tactile hoops- . These can be
covered with any materials and
things of interest. The children can
have them around them to turn and
explore or in front of them when
lying on their tummy on the floor.

Sensory bags are a great activity for
brothers and sisters to help out
with.
All you need are zip lock bags, a
range of things to fill them with and
lots of creative imagination. They
are a great way to explore without
mess. In these bags we put, slime,
paint, cornflour, dried pasta and
rice, but you could try anything.

A Frames ( you can use a clothes
horse or cardboard box cut out or
even a clothes rail. The idea is to
hang things of interest to engage
your child and encourage them to
reach and stretch, focus their gaze
or track a moving object, and be
active and independent in their play.

Pat mat / water mat is great for
tummy time and can be filled with
all sorts of things.

Sensory umbrellas can have all sorts
of things (including lights or sounds)
hung from them and great a lovely
den

Sensory boards can easily be made
by sticking different tactile materials
onto cardboard or trays. Be creative
with what you put on there and
could even have themes- kitchen,
bathroom, music etc.

